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Caryn is a qualified CA(SA and RA, who has lectured extensively at UKZN (and other institutes) where she lectured Advanced 
Financial Accounting up until 2011 as well as co-ordinating the module on the Pietermaritzburg campus and was appointed 
Section Head of Financial Accounting and Deputy Head of the School of Accounting (managing the Pietermaritzburg campus) 
prior to leaving UKZN.

She has conducted independent workshops and seminars for professional accountants since 2006 on various topics and has 
consulted on a number of technical issues. Since January 2011, she has focused on her own business as technical freelance 
consultant and trainer to those working within the accounting profession. Caryn is a technical advisor to the SAICA Eastern 
Region Midlands District, Northern District and Southern District Associations, as well as the Small Practice Interest Group in 
Durban – specialising in financial reporting (IFRS, IFRS for SME’s and general accounting), assurance, legislation and ethics. 
Caryn has a passion for Corporate Governance, which together with her Companies Act specialism and Financial 
Management for Non Financial Management lecturing background, has served her well in consulting and advising various 
Boards of Directors in recent years.

Caryn is also a platform presenter for various institutes as well as many small to medium accounting practices across the 
country and into Southern Africa. Maitland was appointed as a visiting Associate Professor to the University of Limpopo 
tasked with mentoring their Financial Accounting staff (Aug 2011 to Dec 2013).

Maitland’s passion is IFRS and IFRS for SME’s and was delighted at the opportunity granted in 2013 to serve on the APC 
subcommittee constituted to investigate the need for Micro GAAP and the role of IFRS for SME’s for small and medium 
sized practitioners. Caryn, also serves on the Joint Accountants, Auditors and Attorneys Committee of SAICA, and is part of 
the School Governing Body project initiated by SAICA in KwaZulu-Natal, and has been appointed as an alternative member 
to the APC in June 2020

Caryn was elected as the first woman Chairperson for the Midlands District Association for SAICA in 2018 and also serves on 
the Eastern Region SMP Committee as well as the Local Subvention Committee for SAICA.  In 2019 Caryn was appointed to 
the SAICA Eastern Region Council.  As someone who is committed to environmental affairs, Caryn serves as a non-
executive director for the Institute of Natural Resources, a Non Profit Company focusing on research. Since 2018 Caryn has 
worked extensively with commerce and industry, assisting analysts, directors and other users of financials to interpret, 
prepare, analyse and forecast based on the results of financial statements.
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• Companies Act requirements and considerations
• Draft Companies Act Amendment issues
• Drafting vs Compilation: Is there a difference?
• ISRS4410 Compilation Engagements

• Considerations in your financial statements
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S4 Solvency and Liquidity Test

These are now defined:

Section 4(1) For any purpose of this Act, a company satisfies the solvency and liquidity test at a 
particular time if, considering all reasonably foreseeable financial circumstances of the company at 
that time—

(a) the assets of the company, as fairly valued, equal or exceed the liabilities of the company, as 
fairly valued; and

(b) it appears that the company will be able to pay its debts as they become due in the ordinary 
course of business for a period of—

(i) 12 months after the date on which the test is considered; or

(ii) in the case of a distribution contemplated in paragraph (a) of the definition of “distribution” in 
section 1, 12 months following that distribution.

Companies Act requirements and 
considerations



S22 Reckless Trading Prohibited

1) A company must not carry on its business recklessly, with gross negligence, with intent to 
defraud any person or for any fraudulent purpose. 

(2) If the Commission has reasonable grounds to believe that a company is engaging in conduct 
prohibited by subsection (1), or is unable to pay its debts as they become due and payable in the 
normal course of business, the Commission may issue a notice to the company to show cause why 
the company should be permitted to continue carrying on its business, or to trade, as the case may 
be. 

Companies Act requirements and 
considerations



Companies Act requirements and 
considerations

S45 Loans or other financial assistance to directors
(1) In this section, “financial assistance”—
(a) includes lending money, guaranteeing a loan or other obligation, 
and securing any debt or obligation; but
(b) does not include—

(i) lending money in the ordinary course of business by a company 
whose primary business is the lending of money;

(ii) an accountable advance to meet—
(aa) legal expenses in relation to a matter concerning the 

company; or
(bb) anticipated expenses to be incurred by the person on behalf of 

the company; or 
(iii) an amount to defray the person’s expenses for removal at the 
company’s request.
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(2) Except to the extent that the Memorandum of 
Incorporation of a company provides otherwise, 

the board may authorise the company to provide direct or 
indirect financial assistance to a director or prescribed officer 
of the company or of a related or inter-related company, or to 
a related or inter-related company or corporation, or to a 
member of a related or inter-related corporation, or to a 
person related to any such company, corporation, director, 
prescribed officer or member, subject to subsections (3) and 
(4).
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(5) If the board of a company adopts a resolution to do anything 
contemplated in subsection (2), the company must provide written 
notice of that resolution to all shareholders, unless every 
shareholder is also a director of the company, and to any trade 
union representing its employees—

(a) within 10 business days after the board adopts the resolution, if 
the total value of all loans, debts, obligations or assistance 
contemplated in that resolution, together with any previous such 
resolution during the financial year, exceeds one-tenth of 1% of the 
company’s net worth at the time of the resolution; or

(b) within 30 business days after the end of the financial year, in 
any other case.
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(6) A resolution by the board of a company to provide financial assistance 
contemplated in subsection (2), or an agreement with respect to the 
provision of any such assistance, is void to the extent that the provision of 
that assistance would be inconsistent with—
(a) this section; or
(b) a prohibition, condition or requirement contemplated in subsection (4).

(7) If a resolution or an agreement is void in terms of subsection (6) a 
director of a company is liable to the extent set out in section 77 (3) (e) (v) 
if the director—
(a) was present at the meeting when the board approved the resolution or 
agreement, or participated in the making of such a decision in terms of 
section 74; and
(b) failed to vote against the resolution or agreement, despite knowing 
that the provision of financial assistance was inconsistent with this section 
or a prohibition, condition or requirement contemplated in subsection (4).
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S36 to S48 Capitalisation of Company

1) Securities – Debt vs Equity

2) Types of shares

3) What does your MOI say?

4) Stated vs Share capital

1) Contributed tax capital????

5) Share buy backs

6) Distributions

7) How does this affect your disclosure?

Companies Act requirements and 
considerations



Directors and Shareholders

1) Special Resolutions

1) Financial Assistance

2) Directors renumeration

2) Directors

1) Directors Reports

2) Companies Act Amendments – Social and Ethics Committee

3) Companies Act Amendments – Renumeration Report

Companies Act requirements and 
considerations



Directors and Shareholders

1) Special Resolutions

1) Financial Assistance

2) Directors renumeration

2) Directors

1) Directors Reports

2) Companies Act Amendments – Social and Ethics Committee

3) Companies Act Amendments – Renumeration Report

Companies Act requirements and 
considerations



Accounting and Assurance

Calculating the PI Score
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Public 
Interest 

Score

1. number of points equal to 
the average number of 

employees of the company 
during the financial year

2. one 
point for 
every R1 

million (or 
portion 

thereof) in 
third party 
liability of 

the 
company 

at the 
financial 
year end

3. one point for every 
R1 million (or portion 
thereof) in turnover 
during the financial 

year

4. one point for every 
individual who at the 
end of the financial 

year, is known by the 
company  -

in the case of a 
profit company, 
to directly or 
indirectly have a 
beneficial 
interest in any of 
the company’s 
issued securities, 

in the case of a non-
profit company, to be a 
member of the company 
or a member of an 
association that is a 
member of the company
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Who is an employee? 
(Per labour law)

• A person who works for, or provides services to, another
person is presumed to be an employee if:

• His or her manner or hours of work are subject to control or direction

• He or she forms part of the employer's organisation

• He or she has worked for the other person for at least 40 hours per month over the previous
three months

• He or she is economically dependent on the other person

• He or she is provided with his or her tools or work equipment; or

• He or she only works for, or renders service to, one person

15
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Turnover vs Revenue

Beneficial owner (DEFINITION PER FIC Act)
• Beneficial owner in respect of a legal person, means a natural

person who, independently or together with another person,
directly or indirectly:

• Owns the legal person

• Exercises effective control of the legal person
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• Audit: 
• over 350 pts

• 100 to 349 pts and internally compiled

• Independent Review
• 100 to 349 pts and externally compiled

• CC’s still need Accounting Officer’s Report

• Social and Ethics committee (500 PI Score)

• Accounting framework

PI Score levels
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• S30(2A) Exemption from audit or independent review
• If every person who is a holder of, or has beneficial interest in, any 

securities issued by the company

• Is also a director of the company,

• That company is exempt from audit/independent review

• Applies to those companies that have a PI Score of less than 
350

• If another law requires, not exempt

Exemption from assurance…
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Independent Review vs. Audit

Always require an audit (never exempt)

Over 350
points

Between 
100 and 
350

AFS’s internally compiled (by 
Co employee)

AFS’s externally compiled (by an 
independent accounting 
professional)

Will require an audit (never 
exempt)

Will be independently reviewed 
unless exempt per S30(2A) – owner 
managed

Under 
100 
points

Will be independently reviewed unless exempt per S30(2A) –
owner managed
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Accounting Framework

• IFRS

• IFRS for SME’s

• Entity specific accounting policies

• FAIR PRESENTATION….

• Professional risk of a professional accountant
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Accounting Records

S24 Forms & Standards for Co records
• Any documents, accounts, books, writing, records or other 

information
• Kept in writing or a form that allows info to be convertible in a 

reasonable time

• 7 years or longer if required by another public regulation

• Must keep
• MOI & rules if applicable

• Amendments and alterations

• Record of directors
• Details per sub (5) for current

• Past directors – above info kept for 7 years after dir retires from Co

• Securities (NPO= Members) Register

• Company Secretary and Auditors Register
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• 7 year rule applies to all
• Reports presented at AGM’s

• AFS

• Accounting records

• Notice & minutes of shareholders meetings
• resolutions adopted 

• any document made available for resolution

• Copies of any written communication to shareholders

• Directors and committee meetings (incl Audit Committee’s)

• Minister may protect personel privacy wrt former names
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S25 Location of Company Records

• Accessible from the Company’s registered office or another 
location(s) within RSA

• File notice if 
• a place other than the registered office is used

• Move records to another location
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S26 Access to Company records

• Any shareholder (beneficial interest/securities/NPO member)
• Has the right to inspect and copy 

• without charge or prescribed max fee (R100)

• Information in the following records
• MOI and Rules

• Register of directors

• Reports to annual meetings and AFS

• Notice and minutes of annual meetings

• Securities register

• Other persons
• Securities register & Register of Directors

• Can adjust in MOI provided Promotion of Access to Info Act, 
2000, not diminished
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• A person may exercise their right to access
• During reasonable business hours

• By direct request personally or through an attorney or other in writing

• Per Promotion of Access to Info Act, 2000

• Company has 14 business days to respond to written request

• Directors Register and Shareholders must be open for 
inspection during business hours for a reasonable amount of 
time

• Rights of access in addition to Constitution , Promotion of 
Access to Info Act, or any other public regulations

• Minister can make any changes

• It is an offence to fail to comply with this section
• Failure to accommodate or impeded/interfere/attempt to frustrate
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S27 Financial year of company
• Must have a financial year end stated in MOI
• First Y/E

• Begins on date that incorporation is registered
• Ends on date set out in Notice of Incorp, which may not be more than 15 

months after date Co started.

• Second financial year = 12 months
• Begins when previous year ends
• Ends on the anniversary date contemplated in S27(a) = Registration 

date(?)
• Unless Y/E changed

• Can change a Y/E
• Once a year max
• New date must be later than date notice is filed
• Financial year can not exceed 15 months
• New date overrides previous dates

• Financial YE = Annual accounting period
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S28 Accounting records

• Applies to CC’s

• A Co must keep accurate & complete accounting records in 1 
of the official languages
• As necessary to satisfy the Act and produce AFS

• Including any other records in the prescribed format

• Must be kept at Registered Office and kept in accessible form

• An offence to
• Falsify, mislead, intent to deceive by failing to keep accurate records, 

or records in prescribed format

• Or permit another to do so

• Compliance Notice may be issued, 
• “irrespective whether failure constitutes an offence” 
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S29 Financial Statements

• Applies to CC’s

• If any financial statements including AFS are provided to another, 
they must
• Satisfy the financial reporting standards, if prescribed

• Under 100 PI points(?)

• Fairly present and explain transactions 
• Show assets, liabilities, equity, income & expenses
• Date financials published and accounting period they apply to

• S29(e) FS must bear on 1st page, a prominent notice, including

• Whether the statements
• Have been audited in compliance with Act
• If not audited – independently reviewed
• Haven’t been audited or independently reviewed

• The name & professional designation, if any, of the individual 
who prepared, or supervised the preparation
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• FS’s prepared must not be false or misleading or be incomplete

• Can provided summary of FS, provided
• Comply with the prescribed requirements

• 1st page must “prominently” disclose
• Summary and dates covered

• Audited, independently reviewed or not

• Name & designation of preparer or supervisor

• How person can get the full set of AFS

• Minister after consulting FRSC may make regulations prescribing
• Financial reporting standards

• Form & content of summaries

• Any regulations must
• Promote sound & consistent accounting policies

• Public Co – in accordance with IFRS set by IASB

• Regulations may establish reporting standards for profit & non 
profit Co’s, and sub categories of profit Co’s
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• Subject to S214(2) “False statements, reckless conduct & non 
compliance” a person is guilty of an offence if the person is 
party to preparation, approval, dissemination, or 
publication of
• Any FS or summary of FS knowing that those statements fail to 

comply or are misleading
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S30 Annual Financial Statements
• Applies to CC’s
• Must prepare FS’s within 6 months of YE (can be shorter if 

necessary to get notice out for AGM)
• Must be audited if Public, state owned or required by Regulations

• Primary activity to hold assets in a fiduciary capacity of > R5 million
• NPO: state involvement or foreign

• Can be voluntarily audited
• Independently reviewed if required by Regulations
• Public interest score (Reg 26(2)):

• Average no of employees during yr = no. of points
• 1 point for each R 1 million (part thereof) of third party debt
• 1 point for each R 1 million (part thereof) of turnover
• 1 point per owner (beneficial interest)

• Audit: 
• over 350 pts
• 100 to 349 pts and internally compiled
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• Independent Review
• 100 to 349 pts and externally compiled

• CC’s still need Accounting Officer’s Report
• Annual Financial Statements must include

• Auditors report
• Directors Report
• Approved by BoD and signed by an authorised director
• Be presented at the 1st shareholders meeting after approval

• S30 (4) to (6) Additional disclosure if AFS audited:
• Remuneration & benefits received by 

• Each director
• Individuals who hold (have held) a prescribed office

• Pensions paid by the Co or to a pension scheme for.
• Current & past directors
• Individuals who hold (have held) a prescribed office

• Compensation paid for loss of office
• Current & past directors
• Individuals who hold (have held) a prescribed office
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• S30 (4) to (6) Additional disclosure if AFS audited:
• No. & class of any securities held plus compensation received by Co 

for securities
• by the directors or prescribed officers
• Anyone related to them

• Details of service contracts
• Each director
• Individuals who hold (have held) a prescribed office

• Remuneration or benefits paid or receivable by Directors or 
Prescribed officers
• As directors/prescribed officers
• Includes 

• for being a Director/PO of another Co in Group
• In connection with carrying on the affairs of the Co/another Co in Group
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• Remuneration includes:
• Fees paid to directors for services rendered by them to Co/ on behalf 

of Co
• Includes amount received for accepting office

• Salary, bonuses, performance related payments
• Expense allowances 

• Director not required to account for

• Contributions paid under pension scheme not otherwise required to 
be disclosed

• Remuneration includes (cont):
• The value of any option/right given directly/indirectly 

• to current/past/future director (or any person related to them)

• Financial Assistance to subscribe/purchase securities 
• to current/past/future director (or any person related to them)
• Contemplated by S44
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• Any loan or other financial assistance by the co 
• to current/past/future director (or any person related to them)

• Or any loan made by a 3rd party to any such person, (Contemplated by S45) if 
the Co is guarantor of that loan

• Disclose the value of interest (deferred, waivered, forgiven; or

• Disclose the differential value between market interest rate for similar 
transaction and that interest rate granted (if less than FV)

• S30(7) Minister has authority to have different requirements 
for different categories of Co
• Audit vs independent review

• Details of independent review

• S30(8) independent review not an audit in terms of APAct
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Accounting Frameworks

• IFRS vs. IFRS for SME’s vs. SA GAAP

• Micro GAAP?

• Less than 100 PI pts, FS compiled internally??
• Wild west 

• General vs. Special Purpose Reporting

• Public Accountability (IFRS style)

General vs Special Purpose
Reporting

Publicly Accountable?

IFRS General Yes

IFRS for SME’s General No

Micro GAAP Special No
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S31 Access to FS & related info
• In addition to S26

• S/h or person with beneficial interest
• Entitled without demand to receive notice of publication of FS (steps 

to obtain)
• Get a copy of AFS at no expense on demand

• Judgement creditor
• Informed that there is appears to be insufficient disposable property 

to satisfy judgement
• Can demand copy of AFS (5 bus days to deliver without charge)

• Trade Unions through the Commission (conditional) to start 
Business Rescue

• Offence not to accommodate a reasonable request made by 
an appropriate person
• Impede, interfere or attempt to frustrate
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Draft Companies Act Amendment issues

*True Owner*
• Means Natural person

• Who would in all circumstances be considered the ultimate 
and true owner of the relevant securities

• Whether by reason of being capable of directly or indirectly
• Directing the registered holders of the securities or

• Because of being the person whose benefit the securities enure

• (last person in the chain)

When debts go bad 2020 38



**S30A Renumeration Report
• Duty to Prepare and present the company’s renumeration policy 

and the renumeration report

• Public and State owned

• For directors and PO – requires an ORDINARY RESOLUTION at AGM

• Renumeration Policy must be presented and approved
• Prospectively 3 years or when there is material change

• Report must include
• Background statement

• Renumeration policy set out separately in report

• Implementation report containing S30 (4-6) detail

• Total renumeration of highest paid employee (CEO or other PO)

• Total renumeration of lowest paid employee (CEO or other PO)

• Average, median and renumeration gap (5% of top to 5% of lowest) of all 
employees

When debts go bad 2020 39



**S30A Renumeration Report

• Report must be
• Approved by the board
• Presented at the AGM
• Voted by shareholders for approval
• Need to vote on Renumeration policy and report separately
• Implementation report and rem policy construed as separate reports 

both require ordinary resolution
• If rem policy not approved, must be presented at next AGM
• Any changes to rem policy must be implemented once shareholder 

approval obtained

• Where the implementation report is not approved
• Remco/director committee must present an explanation at the next AGM 

on matters of concern raised by SHs and how addressed
• NON executive directors that served on Remco or similar committee shall 

be required to stand down for re-election every year of such rejection of 
the implementation report
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Companies Act Amendment Bill

Section 72 – Social and Ethics Com

2021 – emphasis on exemption through the Tribunal and 
Holding Co can cover the function

Minister may prescribe minimum qualifications

40 day vacancy rule

Content of Report

Approved by Ordinary resolution of SHs

Steps if report is rejected

4
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Companies Act Amendment Bill

Section 72 – Board committees

• The proposed amendment requires all public (no longer only 
listed public companies, PI Score requirement??) and state-
owned companies to appoint a social and ethics committee. 

• The amendments also require that the social and ethics 
committee report must be externally assured and be 
presented at the shareholder meeting. 

• Much of the requirements currently included in the 
Companies Regulations have now been added to the draft 
Bill. The Regulations currently only require the social and 
ethics committee to report, through one of its members, to 
the shareholders at the company’s annual general meeting 
on the matters within its mandate

4
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• ISRS4410 Compilation Engagements

Drafting vs Compilation: Is there a 
difference?



Importance of AFS

• Why prepare financials?
• Draft vs compile?
• Level of assurance

• Financial Reporting
• Accounting vs Presentation and Disclosure

• Type of entity

• Who are the users?



What are the duties of the independent 
compiler?

What are the risks for the independent 
compiler?



Importance of Financial Statements

• Who are the users?

• What story is being told?

• Communication and summarization

• Objective  

Ethics 2021



What is the objective of AFS?

• To inform and empower users to make good economic 
decisions

• To assess the stewardship of management

Ethics 2021



What is the role of the compiler?

• Is there a difference between a drafter and a compiler?

Ethics 2021

Bookkeeping

• Source docs to 
TB

Compilation

• TB to AFS

Assurance

• Starts with the 
AFS



Do we take the time to ponder?

• Understand our clients business and risks

• Assess the accounting framework our client has adopted
• Is it appropriate?

• Do the accounting policies fairly present?

Ethics 2021



Companies Act issues

• When does a company require an independent compiler?

• Which accounting framework is prescribed to companies and 
CC’s

• Are compiler and accounting officers the some thing?

Ethics 2021



Scope of IFRS for SME’s vs IFRS

The disclosure initiative
• Management’s Commentary

• Material Judgement

• The narrative and context is critical

Ethics 2021



Responsibilities of a compiler

What are the risks of an independent 
compiler?

Ethics 2021



ISRS4410 Compilation Engagements

• There is a process…

• Do I include a report or not?

Ethics 2021



Sections to consider

• Going concern
• Subsequent events
• Judgements and assumptions
• Accounting policies
• Impairments
• Fair values/Market values

• Investments
• Residual values, etc

• Provisions
• Restatements and Errors…..
• Related parties
• Debt vs Equity
• Current vs Non Current

Ethics 2021



Digging into the Annual 
Financial Statements



• Fictitious financials

• Prepared based on IFRS for SME’s





Summary: Cover Page and General

• Legality

• Accuracy in terms of the numbers used 

• Accuracy in terms of the wording used 

• The end user of the financials – layout important – many business 
owners lay persons.

• Continuity – with previous years

• Formatting to be consistent over the whole set of AFS









Directors Responsibilities & Approval





















Statement of Financial Position







Statement of Comprehensive Income







Statement of Cash Flows







Accounting Policies





















Notes to the Annual Financial 
Statements







































Detailed Income Statement








